NATIONAL VALUE SYSTEM IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY OF ARMENIA

Abstract

The process of accumulation and economic growth of national wealth has traditionally been linked in theory and in practice to the geographical position of the country, mineral wealth, high-quality human capital, historical events. The article attempts to break this stereotype by linking the country’s economic progress with the national value system. To this end, philosophical interpretations of the peculiarities of the Armenian people’s national value system are made, analyzing the nation-wide advantages and disadvantages that directly affect the economic progress of the country. In particular, the manifestations of national values that impede Armenia’s economic progress are revealed. In this respect, philosophical interpretation is given for Armenians, doing more effectively implement their entrepreneurial skills abroad, rather than in their homeland.
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Introduction

For centuries, the economic developments of nations and countries have not been sustained and have had their ups and downs. Some of the once economically powerful countries are now classified as developing nations, or vice versa, a few centuries ago wild tribes and ethnic groups that did not even have statehood, currently included in economically developed countries framework. This phenomenon can be interpreted in several ways. In one case it can be argued, that nations have different speeds of economic development due to the geographical location of their homeland, being located at commercial crossroads, and having seaports. In the other case, the rates of economic development of nations can be correlated with the country’s rich mineral resources and high-quality workforce presents. The formation of state good neighbourly relations, long-term historical favourable conditions for the development of inter-state relations and vice versa can also have a positive or negative impact on the prosperity of the national economy.

The factors listed certainly have a strong or weak impact on the economic development of any country, but we believe that the value system of nations residing in the country is a priority. Many examples can be found, when several European countries, lacking a rich mineral base and large territories, are currently among the most economically developed countries. On the contrary, some African states, which are rich in mineral resources and have a population of millions, are still unable to provide the necessary economic growth.
As for Armenia, which only gained independence thirty years ago, it should be noted, that a small state in the region, surrounded by non-fraternal neighbour states, with a poor raw material base, can provide some economic stability. However, we do not think that the factors listed in the economic progress of the Armenian people are the ones that hinder them. Here we hypothesize, that the main reasons for the slow economic prosperity of the Armenian people are hidden in the national value system, where there are harmful components that, cause an economic slowdown. Therefore, our comments on Armenia’s economic development opportunities will be viewed in the article through the prism of the national value system.

Research Results

The nation stands out among other types of socio-ethnic communities as follows. Unlike other socio-ethnic communities, a nation makes out a type of sociality characterized by high mobility of individuals, their lack of attachment to any social positions (more precisely, the possibility of fixing them to some kind of only functional, given that the functionality itself is changeable). The positions themselves can be considered reversible, which paradoxes’ the communication between the individuals who occupy them, makes it tautological and uninterrupted. As a result, a new type of individualization (personalization) of the individual is formed, which has historically been reflected in the concept of “personality”. Figuratively speaking, this type of personality is problematic for itself. Since the individual is not fixed on any unambiguous social position, and the latter is determined through functional correlation with each other, the individual must organize the whole variety of his functions himself. Due to the fact that he succeeds in self-organization only by distinguishing his position from others, which is in principle, identical and equal to his position, this means the need for a person to affirm himself in communication by contrasting other individuality. But even at the level of analysis of communication, it turns out that for its possibility such affirmation is not enough, it requires something in common for opposed social positions. This results in the fact that the personality itself can be analyzed as a two-part type of individuality, including the unique uniqueness affirmed in the acts of communication, and universality, which makes the positions of communicants comparable (comparable), and theirs similar to each other.

A nation is a value, politically-constructed, discursive type of socio-ethnic communities. The above allows us to formulate methodological provisions regarding the study of national values. The system of national values is complex, multi-level, synchronous and anachronous and cannot be determined a priori - it should be considered as an overlap of the past historical development of the socio-ethnic community, the existing socio-political (and wider the whole social) organization, and specifically communicative as organizing integrity.

Accordingly, in this system, it is possible to distinguish three functionally distinct subsystems that can be considered as levels of ideal objects of national consciousness, the ordering, and configuration of which in any system is historically concrete, and therefore random and unique. The first is ethnic, in which two complex structured elements can be distinguished:

A. basic, with ethnic namely: territory (Fatherland, Motherland), language (mother tongue), stable forms of group consciousness (ethnic mentality, ethnic stereotypes).
The typologization of national values, the elucidation of the specific mechanisms of their development, the forms of manifestation in each nation are tasks solved by the methods of specific social sciences. The task of social philosophy in this area is to determine the directions of these studies. Thus, typologization can be carried out according to the method of affirming the value, according to the levels of subjectivity, according to the selection of culturally and historically significant, according to the subjects within the nation. The dynamics of values should be analyzed as the dynamics of intergroup interaction and the dynamics of group interests.

From the socio-philosophical point of view, the main function of national values is recognized as the formation of ideal subjects of national consciousness at all levels. As a form of consciousness, national values are distinguished by complexity, synchronous and anachronous variability and should be considered as the addition of time vectors: the past development of a socio-ethnic community, a real socio-political (and more broadly - the entire social) organization, and the future formed in discursive communication organizing social integrity. The structure of national values includes three components. The first is ethnic, in which two complex structured elements can be distinguished: ethno-forming and concrete historical. The second is socio-organizational, which also includes two elements: substantive, private-group and formal-universal, political. The third is the idea of a nation, playing a dual role, namely: means of self-identification of social actors and the operator in the political space.

Despite the multiplicity of the latter, people living in a single socio-cultural and political-cultural space need a certain set of common values, norms, attitudes, etc. for all of them, which...
together provide the modus Vivendi of all members of society. This complex, which determines the content and orientation of public consciousness, social and political-philosophical thought, can be called a paradigm. The paradigm is understood not as one or another socio-philosophical or other theory or stream of thought, but the fundamental infrastructure of the picture of the social universe, which includes a set of fundamental ideas about society and the individual, civil society and the state, sacred and secular, etc., constituting, as it was the substrate of the most important concepts, theories, and trends of a given historical period. Or, in other words, it constitutes a worldview infrastructure that characterizes space and time, nature and society, man and the state, freedom, and slavery, good and evil, etc.

One of the types of identification strategies of an individual is ethnocultural and national self-identification, the idea of the spiritual unity of an ethnic group based on national values. The identification potential of national values, capable of forming an ethnicity in an individual, is concluded in the fact that national values record the fact of the psychological and social identity of a certain ethnic group and its difference from other similar communities and suggest the unity of all members of a certain ethnic group, united by common ideas, goals, and attitudes. In this regard, national values are not only a combination of psyche traits, needs, interests, attitudes, value orientations, beliefs and ideals of a particular people, which ultimately determine the ethnic character but also act as methods, techniques, and means of achieving goals, forming a specific identification strategy and spiritual and moral principles of all representatives of the nation.

The role of national values in the ethnocultural and national self-identification of the individual lies in the fact that these values are generally valid and socially significant for all representatives of the ethnos at the same time. National values make it possible to distinguish from the totality of motives, needs, attitudes, orientations, assessments, and opinions of individuals some common and generally significant elements, which, firstly, are supported by an influential set of representatives of a particular nation and, secondly, are of great importance from the point of view of the survival of the nation itself. Ethnocultural and national self-identification of the individual, in turn, involves both the preservation and reproduction of important social relations, resources, ideas, attitudes characteristic of a particular nation, and effective countermeasures in response to destabilizing influences from the outside and as well inside, ensuring the survival of the nation. The internal destabilizing factors in their impact turn out to be much more destructive in their influence on national values, which is primarily associated with the loss of a sense of integrity and the loss of ethnos based foundations of self-identification strategies of representatives of one ethnos (Vildanov, 2014).

The study shows that in general terms the national value system is presented as a set of stereotypes specific to a particular ethnic group, in which the customs and norms of cultural, spiritual, and specific behavioural performance are mutually exclusive. In this respect, the Armenian people, who have a millennium-long history, have inherited a number of value-added components that can have both positive and negative effects on the country’s national wealth formation, such as diligence, creativity, and rapid perception of competitive entrepreneurship. Or, an opposite, a lack of perception of corporate economic interest, a deficiency of entrepreneurial collectivism, a shortage of awareness of the need
for state-run economics, and so on (Tshuguryan & Khachatryan, 2019).

The national value system of any nation is formed over a long historical period. The Armenian people had lost their statehood as early as the fifth century. Even now, that Armenia has gained independence, it is occasionally preferable for an Armenian businessman to export capital from his own country and start entrepreneurship abroad, as in some cases he may find it more profitable (Tshuguryan, 2018). Guided by the principle that “capital recognizes comfort rather than the homeland”, Armenian businessmen often contribute to the development of the economy of foreign countries, bypassing the economic interests of the homeland. Not only is the capital of Armenian businessmen outflowing from the homeland, but the capital of successful Diaspora Armenian businessmen is hardly incoming to Armenia. And the main reason is not the lack of attractiveness of the country’s investment environment, but the deficiency of state-owned economy rooted in the national value system of Armenians (Tshuguryan & Khachatryan, 2019).

In this case, the question arises; what will fill that gap? (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2009) In our opinion, the Armenian national system needs a well-developed “patriotic economy” settlement. The theory is not considered being the term “patriotic economy”, but in general, it can be characterized as an economic process, targeted at the development of the homeland economy.

In our opinion, the key component of the patriotic economy is the public’s awareness of the nation’s interest and its dedication. In this case, it is already in the subconscious mind of every citizen, apart from the personal interest, to serve the interests of the public economy, which is a powerful and stimulating factor in the economic progress of one’s homeland.

Since independence, when the Armenians centuries-old dream of having a state finally came true, the process of patriotic entrepreneurship in the Republic of Armenia has failed. The exact opposite was done. On the one hand, instead of helping the Republic of Armenia country prosper, Armenian businessmen stole the assets accumulated over decades and privatized during independence, rather than promoting them for active business development. On the other hand, in those years, state officials simply for the sake of self-interest simply wasted significant portion of grants and aid entering the country, bypassing public interest and thus causing serious economic damage to the homeland. As a result, the capital accumulated in the country began to feel more comfortable abroad, and the rate of emigration increased (Khachatryan, 2018). Instead, significant inflows of international credit entered the country, which began to serve not only the economic growth but only short term macroeconomic stability, thereby increasing the external debt of the Republic of Armenia year by year. Here too, the “patriotic business” did not manifest itself, since the authorities preferred not to exert special efforts in the development of the economy, but merely to ensure economic stability at the expense of external debt at the expiration of its term and a growing debt burden, without worrying that this burden could be a serious obstacle to the future prosperity of the economy.

On the other hand, the pursuit of the “maximum profit of his majesty” pushes Armenian businessmen further away from “patriotic business” (Tshuguryan & Khachatryan, 2019). In our reality, at least today, the slogan “You must not import what can be produced domestically” should be considered more relevant today, which
Currently largely bypasses the activities of Armenian entrepreneurs. Having large financial funds, they focus more on importing products that are in high market demand than on producing them in the homeland, as the latter is less profitable. Thus, national capital serves the economic interests of foreigners and does not serve the development of the real economic sector of the homeland and the formation of the country’s national wealth (Soghomonyan, 2013).

In our opinion, the classification of the impacts of the components of the national value system on the economy of the Republic of Armenia can be implemented in two directions: positive and negative. Components of the positive impact include the hard work of the Armenian people, the high level of creativity in commerce, the flexibility to cope with change, the high degree of resistance to economic stresses, and the emphasis on adaptation to the struggle for business survival. Components of negative impacts may include mono-entrepreneurial aspirations, weak state-run governance orientation, rejection of participatory governance principles, avoidance of entrepreneurial cohesion.

Experience shows that the Armenian entrepreneurs generally rejecting participatory management approaches and seeks mono-management ways (Khachatryan, 2018). Armenians, as a rule, in a business environment trying to govern separately and are unwilling to agree to participate in corporate governance. This problem arises mainly because Armenians in the business sector are reluctant to be included in the participatory management system and generally do not accept compromise options when confronted with conflicts of interest. However, it is well-known that the current entrepreneurial sector becomes more competitive when it comes to corporate governance when there is harmony between private and group interests. In this situation, naturally, there is no avoidance of entrepreneurial cohesion, which adversely affects not only private business but also the economic growth of the country.

Having been without statehood for centuries, the manifestations of the Armenian national system of values sidestepped by public economic interests, and the weakening of the state-run economy. In this respect, we attach great importance to the revision of the Armenian national value system and the start of the process of self-purification of the negative components involved, which must first of all be reflected in the upbringing of the individuals.

Researchers believe that today we are witnessing a serious crisis of the world order, which has developed mainly after the second world war. This crisis is exacerbated by a fall in world authority, elites, level of trust in the authorities and the main public institutions (Vardanyan & Alekyan, 2018). Given this challenge, we believe that the above-described components of the business behaviour of the Armenian people should be re-evaluated.

Conclusion

The centuries-old national value system has had a significant impact on the economic development of the country. In this regard, we consider it necessary to identify and assess the specific national behavioural risks that may have a negative impact on economic development processes. Consequently, we consider it necessary to interpret not only business education but also the education of the individual related to the risk factors arising from the national value system, which by their nature impede the economic prosperity of the country. In our opinion, the risks to
the negative impact of the Armenian people’s national value system are mono-entrepreneurial aspirations, weak state-run governance, circumvention of the principles of patriotism, rejection of participatory governance principles, avoidance of entrepreneurial cohesion, which can significantly impact the country’s economic growth.
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